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FRENCH GUIDE
FOR AGE-FRIENDLY CITIES 

NEW VERSION 

The Francophone Network of Age-friendly cities (FNAFC) has published a new version of the French guide for age-
friendly cities in order to better support stakeholders involved in the Age-friendly cities approach. With its attractive
format, this guide gives all necessary details to understand the mechanisms of the Age-friendly cities program and how
to implement it. This book was published by the French Documentation and has been coordinated by Pierre-Olivier
Lefebvre and Angélique Giacomini, with the support of the French National Old Age Pension Fund.

What you can find inside 
To help local stakeholders to understand the Age-friendly cities program in its theoretical and practical details, this book gives light on
each necessary step to implement innovative local policies adapted to aging population. This methodological books explains the Age-
friendly cities program as it has been initiated by the World Health Organisation (WHO) by the Vancouver Protocol, and presents a
method adapted by the FNAFC team to the specific features of the French territories.
The different steps of the program are detailed and illustrated thanks to concrete examples and good practices implemented in French
Age-friendly cities. It also presents sociological, geographical and political considerations that help to better understand how citizens
use the territories and how fighting against ageism. 
This book is currently available only in French because it is, at first, a tool headed to francophone cities. 

French guide for Age-friendly cities - new version has two faces : 
 
Face 1 :  presents the differents steps of the Age-frienly cities program
and gives practical advice to local stakeholders. 
Face 2 : presents the steps necessary to draw a territory profile in the
fram of the Age-friendly cities approach. 

Face 1 Face 2
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Authors 
Pierre-Olivier Lefebvre is Executive Director of the Francophone Network of Age-friendly cities (FNAFC), affiliated association to WHO
Global Network for Age-friendly Cities and Communities (GNAFCC), since its creation in 2012. Specialized in social gerontology for 30
years and former director of older people residences, he leads the FNAFC which currently gathers more than 150 members. 
He also teaches and delivers speeches about longevity and the demographic aging issues in territories. 
 
Angélique Giacomini is Deputy Executive Director of the FNAFC and in charge of training and research. She has recently finished her
PhD work in sociology which theme is “Adaptation of French society to aging. Growing old nowadays in an Age-friendly city :
integration, discrimination and role of public policies”. She coordinates training courses and the support offered to representatives and
professionals in charge of the Age-friendly cities approach in their territories. 


